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 Description  Description 

NT Cutter BS-28P, the ideal spare blade designed specifically for use with SK-2P and RO-1PNT Cutter BS-28P, the ideal spare blade designed specifically for use with SK-2P and RO-1P
circle cutters, perfect for freestyle precision cutting tasks. Crafted to deliver unparalleledcircle cutters, perfect for freestyle precision cutting tasks. Crafted to deliver unparalleled
performance, these blades boast an impressive cutting edge that guarantees maximumperformance, these blades boast an impressive cutting edge that guarantees maximum
sharpness throughout their lifespan.sharpness throughout their lifespan.

With a 28mm diameter and a 0.30mm thickness, these rolling blades effortlessly glide throughWith a 28mm diameter and a 0.30mm thickness, these rolling blades effortlessly glide through
various materials, ensuring smooth and accurate cuts. Their sleek silver color adds a touch ofvarious materials, ensuring smooth and accurate cuts. Their sleek silver color adds a touch of
elegance to your cutting tools.elegance to your cutting tools.

SpecificationSpecification
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Blade Diameter: 28mmBlade Diameter: 28mm
Blade Thickness: 0.30mmBlade Thickness: 0.30mm
Blade Type: RollingBlade Type: Rolling
Blade colour: SilverBlade colour: Silver

Each pack contains 2 replacement blades, providing you with the convenience of a quickEach pack contains 2 replacement blades, providing you with the convenience of a quick
swap when needed. Not only are they compatible with the RO-1P and SK-2P models, butswap when needed. Not only are they compatible with the RO-1P and SK-2P models, but
they also fit the RO-2P, SK-2P, and WA-2P cutters.they also fit the RO-2P, SK-2P, and WA-2P cutters.

Whether you're an artist, designer, or crafting enthusiast, the NT Cutter BS-28P rolling spareWhether you're an artist, designer, or crafting enthusiast, the NT Cutter BS-28P rolling spare
blades guarantee superior performance and longevity, making them a must-have addition toblades guarantee superior performance and longevity, making them a must-have addition to
your cutting arsenal. Experience the joy of effortless, precise cutting with these top-qualityyour cutting arsenal. Experience the joy of effortless, precise cutting with these top-quality
spare blades.spare blades.

Packaged 2 BladesPackaged 2 Blades

Replacement blade for: Replacement blade for: RO-1P, RO-2P, SK-2P, WA-2PRO-1P, RO-2P, SK-2P, WA-2P
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